Product End of Life Instructions

XVR Rotating Beacons

Harmony XVR
End of Life Instructions

Recommendation | Number on drawing | Component / Material | Weight (in g) | Comment |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
To be depolluted | 1 | Cable (low current) | 58.39 | 3 cables |
To be depolluted | 2 | Electronic Board (Power) > 10cm² | 74.3 | 3 PCBA |

Product description

Manufacturer identification | Schneider Electric Industries SAS
Brand name | Schneider Electric
Product function | The product is an optical and audible signaling units designed for long distance signaling applications. They are used mainly in the factory applications, construction vehicles, industrial handling vehicles, safety applications and in public areas.
Product reference | XVR3B03S
Additional similar product references | XVR3B03S XVR2B04 XVR2B05 XVR2B03 XVR3B06 XVR3E04 XVR3E05 XVR3E03 XVR3E06 XVR3M04 XVR3M05 XVR3M03 XVR3M06 XVR3B05S XVR3B04S XVR3B06S XVR3M04S XVR3M05S XVR3M03S XVR3M06S XVR08B03 XVR08B04 XVR08B05 XVR08B06 XVR08J03 XVR08J04 XVR08J05 XVR08J06 XVR10B03 XVR10B04 XVR10B05 XVR10B06 XVR10J03 XVR10J04 XVR10J05 XVR10J06 XVR12B03 XVR12B03S XVR12B04 XVR12B04S XVR12B05
Total representative product mass | 497.2 g
Representative product dimensions | 139mm x 100mm x 100mm
Accessories | No
Date of information release | 11/2018
| Legal information | The product family must be disposed according to the legislation of the country. This document is intended for use by end of life recyclers or treatment facilities. It provides the basic information to assure an appropriate end of life treatment for the components and materials of the product. |
| Recyclability potential | 10% | Based on “ECO'DEEE recyclability and recoverability calculation method” (version V1, 20 Sep. 2008 presented to the French Agency for Environment and Energy Management: ADEME). |